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bstract. We constructed a multiphoton �2-P� micro-
cope with space to mount and operate microphysiology
ardware, and still acquire high quality 2-P images of tu-
or cells deep within tissues of live mice. We reconfig-
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ured for nondescanned 2-P imaging, a dedicated electro-
physiology microscope, the Nikon FN1. This microscope
is compact, with retractable objectives, allowing more
stage space. The instrument is fitted with long-working-
distance objectives �2.5- to 3.5-mm WD� with a narrow
bore, high NA, and efficient UV and IR light transmission.
The system is driven by a powerful 3.5-W peak power
pulsed Ti-sapphire laser with a broad tuning range. This
2-P system images a fluorescent standard to a depth of
750 to 800 �m, acquires images of murine pancreatic tu-
mors in vivo, and also images fluorescently labeled T-cells
inside live, externalized mouse lymph nodes. Effective im-
aging depths range between 100 and 500 �m. This com-
pares favorably with the 100- to 300 �m micron depth
attained by many 2-P systems, especially descanned 2-P
instruments, and 40-�m-deep imaging with confocal mi-
croscopes. The greater depth penetration is attributable to
the use of high-NA long-working-distance water-dipping
lenses incorporated into a nondescanned instrument with
carefully configured laser beam introduction and image-
acquisition optics. Thus the new system not only has im-
proved imaging capabilities, but allows micromanipula-
tion and maintenance of tissues and organs. © 2009 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3103783�

Keywords: multiphoton microscope; micromanipulation; tumor
imaging; GFP; RFP; tumor microenvironment.
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1 Introduction
In the past decade new technologies and tools have emerged
that address the special imaging needs and challenges of
studying the biology of cancers and tumor cells in living tis-
sue. These new systems include a variety of intravital and
orthotopic in vivo models, along with new ways of fluores-
cently labeling cells and blood vessels.1–6 New imaging in-
struments have been introduced, such as the multiphoton
�2-P� microscope in particular, which due to the increased
tissue penetration of near IR light, facilitates the noninvasive
acquisition of high resolution 3-D images of living cells
within deeper layers of intact organs. The multiphoton system
creates a well defined and compact subfemtoliter 2-P excita-
tion volume, thus greatly reducing photodamage, and obviat-
ing the need for a spatial filter �namely, confocal pinhole�,
which optimizes light gathering. In addition, light interference
from above and below the plane of focus, the so-called “light
flare,” is virtually eliminated, resulting in improved signal to
noise over confocal systems.7–16

1083-3668/2009/14�2�/024032/10/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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In the context of intravital imaging, there also is consider-
ble potential in using oxygen, pH, and electrophysiology mi-
roelectrodes, together with injection micropipettes, sampling
icropipettes, mechanical strain sensors, and micromanipula-

ors. However, many multiphoton systems are derived from
tandard inverted or upright fluorescence microscopes that
ave a microscope stand, epifluorescent illuminator, objective
ounts, objective dimensions, and objective working dis-

ances that do not necessarily allow adequate space for cell
hysiology hardware. The inverted configuration makes the
ptical guidance of microdevices into samples awkward if not
mpossible. Moreover, many commercially available multi-
hoton systems are very costly and operate in descanned
ode �i.e., emitted sample light passes back through the scan-

ing mirrors�, limiting sample depth penetration to between
00 and 150 �m.

Therefore, we report here the construction of an upright,
ong-working-distance multiphoton microscope, with enough
pace to operate hardware for organ and cell physiology and
till be able to acquire high resolution images of tumor and
ost cells deep �at least 400 �m� within tissues. We reconfig-
red, for multiphoton imaging, a Nikon FN1 upright, dedi-
ated electrophysiology microscope, and a Nikon C1 confocal
canhead. Our goal was to use an existing electrophysiology
latform that could readily and economically be adapted in
he same way by other laboratories. The FN1 microscope has
simple, compact body design to allow more stage space and

t is fitted with a retractable objective mount. Importantly, the
ong-working-distance objectives �2.5- to 3.5-mm WD� have

comparatively narrow bore, which is important for sample
avigation and electrophysiology.15 Objectives were selected
n the basis of high numerical aperture, with good UV and IR
ight transmission characteristics.15 The number �N� of two-
hoton events within the focal point is highly dependent on
he objective lens numerical aperture �NA�,

N �
� · Pav

2

� · �v2 · � NA2

2 · � · e · �
�2

,

here � is the two-photon absorption cross-section, Pav is the
verage power of the laser, �v is the repetition rate of the
aser source, � is the pulse duration, and NA is the numerical
perture of the microscope objective lens.16

The microscope redesign was optimized to maximize the
fficiency of laser beam introduction, emitted light acquisition
or high signal to noise, and the instrument was coupled to a
owerful �3.5-W peak output� IR laser. The reconfigured mi-
roscope was validated with optical tests, and in vivo imaging
as performed on live material using a novel orthotopic ex-

ernalized pancreas tumor mouse model and live externalized
urine lymph nodes. To demonstrate its potential role and

tility, the whole-mouse imaging capabilities of the extended-
orking-distance multiphoton system were compared to an
lympus OV100 small animal variable magnification fluores-

ence imaging system.17
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024032-
The 2-P microscope described here imaged the interaction
between tumor cells, motile host cells, and blood vessels at
high resolution. Moreover, the instrument was used to image
live, externalized murine lymph nodes containing fluores-
cently labeled T-cells. Those imaging experiments involved
placing a petri dish, temperature electrode, and two relatively
bulky perfusion nozzles and their mounts on the microscope
stage, illustrating the space advantage offered by this system.
The instrument was able to image down to 500 �m in dense
lymph nodes. Thus, it compares favorably with previous re-
ports of nondescanned systems as well as descanned systems
in terms of deep imaging of labeled cells within murine lymph
nodes.16,18–21 For example, Celli and Busso20 reported imag-
ing labeled T-cells in mouse lymph nodes to a depth of
100 to 300 �m with a nondescanned system. Miller et al.21

reported tracking individual T-cells up to 350 �m from the
capsular surface of a mouse lymph node, also using a nondes-
canned system.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Construction of Multiphoton Microscope
The multiphoton microscope was constructed in-house using
a Nikon FN-1 intravital upright microscope as the base sys-
tem �Fig. 1�a��. The redesign was fairly extensive to maximize
signal acquisition. The left side of the microscope body, at the
level of the filter cube mounting turret, was cut out. A mount-
ing cube fitted with a long-pass dichroic mirror for 2-P
�705-nm LP� was secured in the turret, and positioned so that
light emitted from the excited sample would be reflected off
the dichroic mirror and pass through the center of the cut
opening in the microscope stand. The dichroic mirror allowed
the excitation light to pass through to the sample, and was
secured approximately 25 mm above the objective back aper-
ture. This location ensured that the photo-multiplier tube
�PMT� detectors would be positioned as close to the back
focal plane of the objective as was feasible, thereby gathering
as much light as possible.15 The emitted light was not des-
canned, as this process has been demonstrated to reduce sig-
nal to noise by as much as 60%.11,12,22,23 A detector box was
fabricated from anodized aluminum and held square with the
microscope opening using a metal stand bolted to the air table
surface. The detector box �Fig. 1�b�� contained a slider appa-
ratus that accommodated two Nikon filter cube mounts, and
two side-on photomultiplier tubes �PMTs, Hammamatsu
R928�. The cube mounts contained an IR blocking filter
�700-nm short pass, Chroma Technology, Rockingham, Ver-
mont� to prevent stray IR radiation from the laser entering the
detector, and a simple lens in front of a red/green beamsplitter
�long-pass dichroic mirror� and a red and a green filter. The
lens was positioned to project the image of the back focal
onto the surface of the PMTs with negative magnification.
The microscope was mounted on a Newport Corporation 6�
air vibration table, and the entire multiphoton system, includ-
ing final stage laser, was enclosed in black-vinyl-coated cloth
to minimize light leaks. Moreover, the PMTs and mounts
were enclosed in lightproof metal foil, vinyl cloth, and optical
tape. It was found that these steps were critical for blocking
light and improving signal to noise by approximately 25%.
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�2
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The FN1 mechanical stage was replaced with a motorized
rior Proscan® stage �Prior Scientific, Rockland, Massachu-
etts�. The Prior stage occupied more room than the original
tage, thus the condenser was removed so that the stage could

ig. 1 �a� Photograph of the Nikon FN-1 intravital physiology micro-
cope modified into a long-working-distance multiphoton system. The
aser light path and primary mirrors are indicated in the image. �b�
ight detector assembly. The slider, containing cubes fitted with a
ichroic �beamsplitting� mirror and two filters, moves within the hous-
ng, allowing a selection of cubes. Light passes through the positioned
ube and enters the PMT detectors. �c� The stage of the FN-1 with
erfusion nozzles and mounts, a petri dish, and a temperature ther-
istor probe. There is still plenty of room on the stage for more equip-
ent and for the use of probes by the experimenter.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024032-
be lowered sufficiently to allow placement of a live mouse
under the objective lens. Figure 1�c� is a photograph of the
FN1 stage with a perti dish, perfusion nozzles and mounts,
and a thermistor probe. This image illustrates the ample stage
space offered by this instrument.

Introduction of the beam into the scanhead was simple and
direct without any fiber optics and with a minimum of optical
components �Fig. 2�. A Nikon confocal system CS-1 scanhead
was used, and the manufacturer’s built-in optics for compat-
ibility with fiber optic laser input were entirely bypassed. This
was done to avoid broadening the incident laser beam pulses
due to group velocity dispersion, which would have resulted
in a less well-defined 2-P excitation volume in the sample.
Laser beam pulse broadening results in a significantly reduced
2-P event probability. As described by McConnell16 in his
excellent discussion, laser pulse broadening is given by,

�out = �in · �1 + 7.68 ·
�D · L�2

�in
4 �1/2

,

where L is the optical path length, �in is the input pulse dura-
tion, and �out is the broadened output pulse duration. The dis-
persion D is caused by all optical components in the laser
path, especially the objective lens, which is optically com-
plex.

Care was taken to ensure that the smallest, sharpest
diffraction-limited spot was created on the sample by each
objective, ultimately resulting in a higher photon flux in a
symmetrical focal volume. Therefore, a long focal length lens
�500 mm� was positioned between the laser and the scanhead
to expand the beam so that it slightly overfilled the back ap-
erture of the microscope objectives. As a matter of conve-
nience, the scanhead was mounted on top of the microscope,
above the eyepieces.

The laser was a Spectra-Physics “MaiTai” Ti-sapphire unit
that required little adjustment, and was able to generate robust
power levels up to 3.5 W. The laser was tunable between 690
and 1020 nm, with a 120-fs pulse duration, which is of suf-

Fig. 2 Schematic of the multiphoton system. The laser beam was ex-
panded and directly introduced into the scanhead. Light emitted from
the sample was immediately diverted to the light detectors �PMTs� to
minimize divergence and loss of signal amplitude.
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�3
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cient duration to obviate the need for optical compensation
o address beam broadening effects. The laser power was con-
inuously adjustable using a half-wave plate and polarizing
eamsplitter �Fig. 2�. The half-wave plate was mounted to a
emote controlled stepping motor, allowing fine adjustments
o beam intensity without introducing scatter and a broaden-
ng of the desired sharp Gaussian shape of the laser beam.

.2 Multiphoton Image Acquisition
series of simple optical imaging tests was applied to ensure

hat the multiphoton microscope was operating effectively.
nitially, to ensure that the laser beam was passing through the
bjective lenses without excessive power loss and attendant
eam broadening, the transmission through each objective
as measured. The power of the laser in microwatts was

aken at the back aperture and at the objective using a laser
ower meter �LaserCheck®, Coherent, Auburn, California�.

To determine whether the microscope was actually acquir-
ng 2-P images, a fluorescent slide was imaged at the surface
nd at various depths using both the 2-P, and for comparison,
proven, commercially available confocal microscope �Nikon
E2000�. Both instruments used a Nikon CS-1 scanhead. The

ncident laser power was measured with a meter, and the loga-
ithm of each measured value was plotted against the loga-
ithm of the corresponding fluorescence signal amplitude. The
ine slope for a two-photon process should be approximately
wo �i.e., y=x2�, and the slope for the confocal data should be
ne, i.e., a linear relationship.24 To determine retention of fre-
uency information with deeper imaging, fast Fourier trans-
orm �FFT� power spectrum was applied to the images ac-
uired with a 60� lens at the surface of the fluorescent slide
nd at 100 �m. For comparison, the Fourier analysis was
one with images acquired with both the multiphoton and
onfocal microscopes. The 2-D discrete Fourier transform,
iven by,

F�k,l� =
1

NM 	
x=0

N

	
y=0

M

f�x,y�e−j2	� kx
N

+ ly
M�

nd the frequency versus amplitude power spectrum given by

P = �F�k,l��2,

ere applied using Matlab �Mathworks Incorporated, Natick,
assachusetts� operating on a PC, where F�k , l� is the dis-

rete Fourier transform with dimensions k , l; N is the number
f points, e is the number e to an exponential involving com-
lex numbers, 
=x �rows�, �=y �columns�, and where P is
he power spectrum.

To determine that the 2-P microscope could acquire light
ery deep within a sample, an imaging phantom was made.
his agar standard comprised 4-�m red fluorescent spheres

580 /605 nm, Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, California� imbed-
ed in 6% agar �Bactone� with milk proteins and lipids added
1 to 2%�. To define the degree of light attenuation by the gel
hantom, which includes both absorption and scattering com-
onents, small samples of the gel and brain tissue were posi-
ioned directly in the path of a 532-nm laser �Verdi-V5, Co-
erent Inc., Santa Clara, California�. A silicon PIN light
etector �Newport 818-SL, Newport Corp., Irvine, California�
as placed 4.5 behind the sample and connected to an optical
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024032-
power meter �Newport 1830-C�. A 5-mW beam was directed
into the sample and the amount of light leaving the sample
was detected at 0, 90, and 135 degrees to the incident beam.
The attenuation �absorption+scattering� coefficients based
on the light path were calculated according to:

I = I0e−
t,

where I is the detected light, I0 is the initial light intensity, 

is the absorption or scattering coefficient, and t is the thick-
ness of the material in centimeter.

For in vivo imaging, the pancreas of live mice was imaged
using 10� dry, and 20�, 40�, and 60� water dipping
lenses. The phosphate buffered saline �PBS� for the dipping
lenses was contained by a 10�10-mm square trough, made
with a standard sized coverglass with a 3-mm-high stainless
steel border. The trough was placed over the externalized pan-
creas. The objective lens was moved across the area by mov-
ing the motorized stage holding the animal. Live externalized
lymph nodes were dissected free from deeply anesthetized
mice and affixed to the bottom of a 30-mm Petri dish that was
irrigated with warmed �37 °C� and aerated PBS.

2.3 OV100 Imaging
The Olympus OV100 Small Animal Imaging System �Olym-
pus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan�, described in detail
elsewhere,17 containing an MT-20 light source �Olympus Bio-
systems, Planegg, Germany� and DP70 charge-coupled device
�CCD� camera �Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan� was
used for dual-color imaging of an externalized pancreas. The
OV100 covers a range of magnification, from 0.14� �63
�47-mm imaging area� to 16� �0.6�0.45 mm�. Four indi-
vidually optimized objectives, paracentered and parfocal, pro-
vide a 106-fold magnification range for seamless imaging of
the entire pancreas to the cellular level without disturbing the
animal. The optics and antireflective coating ensure optimal
imaging of multiplexed fluorescent reporters in small animal
imaging models. High-resolution images were captured di-
rectly on a PC and processed in Adobe Photoshop®.

2.4 Imaging of In Vivo Samples

2.4.1 Animal care
Athymic male nu /nu nude and C57 mice were maintained in
a barrier facility under pathogen-free conditions. All surgical
procedures and intravital imaging were conducted in accor-
dance with approve University of California, San Diego, Ani-
mal Care Program protocols, and within the guidelines of the
National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Animals.

2.4.2 Orthotopic injection of tumor cells
The human pancreatic cancer cell lines FG, FGM, FG�3, and
XPA–1 were maintained in RPMI 1640, and stably expressed
either the DSRed-2 red fluorescent protein �RFP� or green
fluorescent protein �GFP�. Prior to implantation into the pan-
creas of healthy male nude mice, cells were harvested and
resuspended in serum-free RPMI at 100,000 cells per micro-
lite. The animals were anesthetized using a 50% ketamine,
38% xylazine, and 12% maleate mixture injected intramuscu-
larly �i.m.� at a dose of 2 �l /kg, and the tail of the pancreas
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�4
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as gently exposed. A 20-�L Hamilton Syringe �Hamilton
ompany, Reno, Nevada� was used to inject 2 �L of the pre-
ared cell suspension into the pancreatic tail. The peritoneum
nd skin were then closed using 6-0 ethibond sutures �Ethi-
on, Somerville, New Jersey�.

.4.3 Imaging of the pancreas
fter the implanted tumor cells were allowed to grow for
to 14 days, mice were again fully anesthetized, kept warm,

nd the tail of the pancreas and spleen were gently exposed
ith careful attention paid to maintaining meticulous hemo-

tasis throughout the dissection. The pancreatic tail with the
umor was then stabilized away from the animal’s body be-
ween a glass slide and cover slip, and maintained in a moist
nvironment via repeated irrigation with sterile saline. A
aline-filled clear glass trough was placed over the pancreas
nd a dipping lens was inserted into the saline for imaging.

.4.4 Preparation of T-cells for lymph node
inoculation

T-II TCR transgenic �Tg� mice were bred to the CD45.1
ongenic background. The OT-II TCR is specific for a chicken
valbumin peptide 323-339 �pOVA� / I-Ab complex. Wild-
ype C57BL/6 mice �6 to 8 weeks of age� were purchased
rom Charles River Laboratories �Frederick, Maryland�. Do-
or OT-II CD4 T cells from the secondary lymphoid tissues
axillary, brachial, cervical, inguinal, mesenteric lymph nodes,
nd spleen� were purified by CD4 T cell negative selection
sing magnetic microbeads �Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, Califor-
ia�. The purified cells ��94% pure� were labeled with
-mM 5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimyl ester
CFSE, Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon� with 0.1% BSA
or 10 min at 37 °C and injected into the tail vein at 
5

106 cells per C57BL/6 recipient mouse.

.4.5 Imaging of lymph nodes
ice were euthanized by CO2 asphyxiation and inguinal

ymph nodes were removed for microscopy. Lymph nodes
ere secured on the bottom of a 30-mm petri dish with a thin
lm of VetBond �3M� and maintained at 37 °C by perfusing

he chamber with warm PBS. Perfusion nozzles and a tem-
erature thermistor probe �VWR® Snap-In Module Ther-
ometer, VWR, West Chester, Pennsylvania� were secured in

he petri dish; PBS was recirculated and maintained at 37 °C
ith a water bath. A 20� water dipping lens was advanced

nto the PBS over the lymph node for imaging.

Results
.1 Optical Tests of the Multiphoton Microscope

.1.1 Confirmation of 2-P imaging
rior to engaging in biological imaging, we conducted some
imple tests and imaging exercises to ensure that the micro-
cope was operating satisfactorily as a 2-P instrument. Two-
hoton excitation is a quadratic process, very dependent on
ncident photon flux, as two excitation photons are needed to
ause a single emission. In contrast, single photon excitation
s a linear process. Accordingly, a fluorescent plastic slide was
maged with escalating doses of laser power with both confo-
al and multiphoton microscopes. As indicated by Fig. 3�a�,
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024032-
the confocal logarithmic plot of laser power versus emitted
light intensity did yield a line with a slope of close to one
�
0.9�, as predicted for a confocal system.24 The multiphoton
plot yielded a slope of 2 �Fig. 3�b��, which is expected for the
2-P quadratic relationship between emitted fluorescence inten-
sity and excitation beam intensity.24,25 These data demonstrate
that our microscope was in fact operating properly as a two-
photon instrument.24

3.1.2 Imaging depth performance
The ability of the multiphoton instrument to penetrate an agar-
milk gel phantom impregnated with 0.4-�m fluorescent beads
was evaluated using a 20� dry lens and a 20� dipping lens.
For comparison the same 20� dry lens was fitted to a confo-
cal microscope and tested with the same sample of fluorescent
agar-milk gel standard. Before confocal and 2-P imaging of
the gel standard, however, the optical attenuation �absorption
and scattering� characteristics of the phantom were compared
with freshly extracted mouse brain tissue. Mouse brain was
used as the biological comparison for the gel because its com-
position is relatively consistent, and this tissue has been ex-
tensively imaged with 2-P systems. Hence, such a biological
reference for the agar-milk gel standard provides some indi-
cation of how a 2-P system might perform in general. Tumor
tissue, on the other hand, is highly heterogenous and variable,
even between implanted tumors of the same line.

Fig. 3 Both figure panels are log—log plots of average laser intensity
versus emitted fluorescence intensity. The line depicting confocal data
in �a� has a slope of 0.9, while the multiphoton data in �b� is has a
slope of 2, a quadratic relationship.
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�5
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Table 1 indicates the attenuation coefficient for the gel
tandard and mouse brain tissue with the light detector at
arious angles from the incident laser beam. The brain had a
igher coefficient of attenuation �
�, 5.8 cm−1 versus
.5 cm−1, but for the scattering conditions, the 
 values were
loser. Importantly, in the backscattering condition where ab-
orption would be expected to contribute less to attenuation,
he raw values and the attenuation coefficient between the gel
nd brain were comparatively close, differing by only 12%.
herefore, the agar-milk gel standard did approximately
imic the scattering characteristics of brain tissue. In this

ontext it is significant that with the near IR, where many
onfocal and all 2-P measurements are made, absorption is
uch less of a factor than scattering.26 Hence the gel phantom

hould suffice for assessing the performance of a 2-P instru-
ent.
The multiphoton microscope was able to acquire emitted

ight from deep within the gel standard. Figure 4 is a plot of
verage grayscale intensity of light emitted from the gel-

Table 1 Attenuation of 532-nm 5-mW laser ligh

Detector
angle from

incident
beam

�degrees�

Geometry of
light reaching
detector

Light
detec

��W�
ge

0 Directly from
laser

57

90 Side scattered 15.

135 Backscattered 64

ig. 4 A plot of average grayscale intensity versus sample imaging
epth. The confocal signal intensity, using a 20� dry lens, fell steeply
fter 50-�m imaging depth. The same 20� dry lens on the 2-P instru-
ent penetrated the sample approximately three-fold deeper, almost

o 400 �m. The 20� dipping lens and the 20� dry lens, when
ounted on the 2-P instrument, exhibited similar performance, al-

hough the dipping lens was able to acquire images of fluorescent
eads to about 750 �m depth.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024032-
imbedded fluorescent microspheres versus depth. The data re-
veal that the signal intensity for the confocal dropped off im-
mediately and steeply after 50-�m imaging depth, while the
same 10� dry lens on the 2-P instrument acquired emitted
light approximately three-fold deeper, almost to 400 �m with
relatively little signal loss. The 20� dipping lens and the
20� dry lens, when mounted on the 2-P instrument, exhibited
similar performance. However, the dipping lens was able to
acquire images of fluorescent beads to about 750-to 800-�m
depth, albeit with diminished signal intensity. The 2-P inten-
sity increase, observed between 50 and 150 �m, is interest-
ing. It is possible that this effect may be due to the redirecting
of emitted photons by scattering. These photons enter the
PMT, resulting in an increased signal. This could be an ad-
vantage of nondescanned imaging, as a descanned system
may allow the scattered photons to diverge before entering the
PMT.

To obtain additional evidence that a small 2-P excitation
volume developed at increased sample depth along with re-
tention of signal quality, a 2-D Fourier transform �2-D FFT�
was performed on the images acquired at different sample
depths. Note from Fig. 5�a� that confocal image power spectra
contained a spectrum of frequencies for the slide surface with
a central peak and side lobes �arrows in figure�. The emission
spectrum of the slide was measured independently and found
to have a peak and broad shoulder and tail, encompassing
nearly 200 nm. Therefore, a range of frequencies is expected
in the power spectrum. Figure 5�b� is the same plot for image
data acquired at 100-�m depth, and there was considerable
contraction of the frequency profile with a disappearance of
the side lobes �arrows�. The comparable multiphoton data,
shown in Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�, reveal a sharply defined peak
�arrows� with distinct frequency lobes �white arrows� both at
the surface and also at 100 �m. The multiphoton power spec-
tra remained relatively constant regardless of sample imaging
depth, while the initial confocal profile was lost at the deeper
imaging position.

3.1.3 Light transmission of long-working-distance
objectives

The microscope objectives used with the rebuilt 2-P micro-
scope were long-working-distance lenses intended for intravi-
tal and wet biological work. However, a significant number of
microscope objectives are not designed specifically for use
with a Ti-sapphire laser. Therefore, we sought to determine

gel phantom and mouse brain.

Light at
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��W� for
brain
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�cm−1�


 brain
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he approximate transmission characteristics of the lenses, as
ignificantly reduced transmission has been demonstrated to
ause detrimental broadening of the laser pulse.27,28 Such dis-
ortion of the original beam from the sharp temporal Gaussian
an markedly reduce 2-P efficiency, depth penetration, and
mage quality.16 The transmission for all lenses tested re-

ained relatively constant between 750, 800, and 920 nm and
he 10�, 20�, and 40� lenses exhibited good IR
ransmission,15 in excess of 75%, at 800 nm �Table 2�. As
xpected, the 60� lens exhibited acceptable but substantially
ower IR transmission, most likely because of significant
verfilling of the back aperture of the objective. The loss of
aser power through the scanhead alone was about 25%, and
ith the scanhead and the long-pass dichroic mirror com-
ined, the loss was about 36% of the incident laser power.
his indicates that light emitted from the sample would be
onsiderably attenuated if returned through the dichroic mir-
or and the scanhead. The loss in signal would be further
ncreased by divergence of emitted light from the sample trav-
ling to the scanning mirrors �descanning�. These observa-
ions are consistent with other reports that indicate that oper-
ting a multiphoton microscope in descanned mode leads to a
ignificant loss of incident light signal.11,12,22,25 Therefore, the
nal design of the microscope described in the present report

ncorporated a nondescanned configuration to optimize signal
o noise.

ig. 5 The power spectra �square of Fourier transform� of the 60�
00 nm� red fluorescent slide at its surface and at a focal depth of 1
orizontal axes represent spatial frequency. �a� and �b� show the surfa

he peak and frequency side lobes, indicated by white arrows. �c�
ultiphoton spectra remain constant regardless of imaging depth, wi

nformation.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024032-
3.2 In Vivo Imaging

3.2.1 Intravital image quality with live subjects

Using a range of magnifications with the 2-P microscope and
the OV100, it was possible to capture the considerable extent
of the vasculature associated with the tumor, including the
characteristic tortuous tumor blood vessels. The high reso-
lution imaging afforded with the multiphoton microscope, at
multiple magnification settings, allowed individual cell inter-
actions with blood vessels to be imaged with a high degree of
detail �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��.

We found that the best imaging of the tumor in terms of
detail and depth penetration was accomplished with long-
working-distance objectives �2-mm WD�, mainly water dip-
ping lenses. To maintain an adequate water layer between the
objective and the tissue, an optical trough had to be fabri-
cated. The sides of the trough were machined from stainless
steel, and a 0.1-mm-thick glass slide was fixed to the steel
frame with RTV silicone. However, the dipping lenses were
not designed to compensate for spherical aberration induced
by light refraction by the coverslip. Therefore, to minimize
these effects, the coverslips were thin �0.1 mm� and made
from low refractive index plastic. The trough was used as a
coverslip and not filled with fluid for the long-working-
distance 10� dry lens. When features of interest were ac-
quired, the microscope stage was held stationary, the 20� and

taken of a comparatively broad emission spectrum �approximately
are shown. The vertical axis denotes relative power while the two

100-�m spectra, respectively, for confocal microscope images. Note
d� show the same for the multiphoton microscope. Note that the
ss of side lobes �arrows�, while the confocal spectra reveal a loss of
images
00 �m
ce and

and �
th no lo
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0� lenses were moved into place, and the trough was filled
ith PBS. Higher magnification 2-P imaging proved quite

easible with the externalized pancreas preparation. Figure
�b� is a digitally magnified 60� image of individual cells
ngaging adjacent blood vessels.

.2.2 High resolution long-working-distance
multiphoton imaging complements other
imaging platforms

ultiphoton imaging of the developing tumors in whole, live
ice demonstrates very high resolution of the tumor cell ar-

able 2 Transmission of IR delivered by 120-fs pulsed Ti-sapphire
aussian laser beam expanded to 4-mm with a 500-mm FL lens and
assed through a half-wave plate, polarizing beamsplitter, and Nikon
S-1 scanhead. The percent transmission is expressed as intensity of

ight at the sample plane divided by intensity of light entering the back
perture of the objective. Each value is the mean of three readings.

R wavelength
nm� Objective Percent transmission IR

50 10�—Plan Apo 0.45NA—
dry: 4-mm working distance

86

20�—Fluor 0.5 NA—
water dip: 2-mm working
distance

67

40�—NIR 0.8 NA—
water dip: 3.5-mm
working distance

72

60�—NIR 1.0 NA—
water dip: 2.8-mm
working distance

39

00 10�—Plan Apo 0.45NA—
dry: 4-mm working distance

79

20�—Fluor 0.5 NA—
water dip: 2-mm working
distance

82

40�—NIR 0.8 NA—
water dip: 3.5-mm
working distance

84

60�—NIR 1.0 NA—
water dip: 2.8-mm
working distance

44

20 10�—Plan Apo 0.45NA—
dry: 4-mm working distance

76

20�—Fluor 0.5 NA—
water dip: 2-mm working
distance

76

40�—NIR 0.8 NA—
water dip: 3.5-mm
working distance

76

60�—NIR 1.0 NA—
water dip: 2.8-mm
working distance

46
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chitecture �Figs. 6 and 7�. The multiphoton images revealed
cell morphology, while the OV100 showed an overview of
blood vessel development and tumor growth.

Low and high magnification images acquired with the
OV100 variable magnification fluorescence system show the
general position and size of the pancreatic tumor in the living
mouse. The multiphoton, however, provides imaging of cellu-
lar extensions �Figs. 6 and 7� and details relating to tumor
vessels, such as the entry of cells into vessels. The data ob-
tained show the feasibility of multiphoton imaging, with the
custom rebuilt microscope, of a mixed population of cells that
stably express either GFP or dsRed fluorophores �Fig. 7�. The
color cross talk between channels can be minimized by a ju-
dicious selection of color filters, although more expensive op-
tions, such a tunable liquid crystal filters are available.29 We
were able to significantly reduce cross talk in our multiphoton
system using a combination of filters that included an ex-
tended long pass, laser-grade long-pass dichroic mirror �re-
flects 400 to 680 nm, transmits 715 to 1064 nm�, a 2-P emis-

Fig. 6 Multiphoton images taken at �a� 40� and �b� 60�. �a� shows
green-labeled �GFP� human pancreatic �FG-RFP� cells growing in the
living pancreas of the nu/nu mouse. Tumor blood vessels can be seen
in red �bar=100 �m�. The image in �b� is digitally zoomed showing
details of XPA-1–RFP pancreatic tumor cells that appear red. The ves-
sels in �b� were labeled with IV injected FITC-lectin. Note the engage-
ment of the cells with the blood vessel �B bar=100 �m�. Cellular
detail in �b� is excellent, considering that this image was acquired
between 75- and 100-�m solid-tumor depth within the pancreas of a
live animal. �Color online only�
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�8
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ion splitter �reflects 51050, transmits 605/70�, a GFP filter
transmits 51050 nm�, and an m-cherry filter �transmits
4565 nm�.

.2.3 Imaging of labeled T-cells within lymph nodes
ymph nodes are a comparatively dense tissue and thus it is a
hallenge to image the interior of these structures. Our instru-
ent was able to image numerous T-cells at 200 to 300 �m,

nd even at 500 �m, which was completely through the main
hickness of the node �Figs. 8�a� and 8�b��. Nuclei and cellular
tructures are not visible with the kind of fluorescent labeling
sed for these experiments, but cellular extensions were iden-
ifiable when the 225-�m-deep 20� images were digitally
agnified �Fig. 8�c��. In comparison, a commercially avail-

ble descanned system was used to image precisely the same
ype of lymph node preparation, but was able to obtain images
nly to 100 �m depth, and detected fewer cells �Fig. 8�d��.
oreover, the stage on the descanned microscope accommo-

ated our lymph node physiology hardware only with diffi-
ulty.

Discussion
he extended-working-distance multiphoton microscope de-
cribed in this work is a unique instrument, and as such it
ffers several distinct advantages: The narrow body design
nd narrow bore objectives are compact and, as we demon-
trated, the microscope offers considerable room for live ani-
al imaging, for physiological hardware, and for sample

avigation. The upright design allows irrigation of specimens
nd permits hardware to be advanced into the specimen field

ig. 7 An example of the feasibility of dual color labeling with mul-
iphoton systems, which also illustrates how the multiphoton and
V100 imaging systems offer complementary information about tu-
or morphology in live mice. Animals inoculated with a mixture of

ells expressing either dsRed2 or GFP into the pancreas were imaged
sing both the Olympus OV100 �a� and �b� or �c� the multiphoton
icroscope. The OV100 facilitates imaging the entire tumor and gives

nformation regarding the position of the different cell populations
ithin the tumor as a whole, while the multiphoton microscope �40
� gives highly detailed images of the in vivo interactions of the

ifferent cell populations within the tumor parenchyma. Moreover,
he 2-P system was able to effectively discriminate between the two
olors. The OV100 scale bars represent �a� 2 mm and �b� 1 mm, and
he 2-P scale bar denotes approximately 125 �m. �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024032-
while being imaged through the microscope. Moreover, long-
working-distance dipping objective lenses may be used on
specimens because of the upright configuration. The micro-
scope redesign was based on extensive background research
and was kept as simple as was practicable. Optical tests con-
firmed 2-P imaging, and excellent in vivo images were ac-
quired with penetration to at least 500 �m, which is superior
to many 2-P systems. The greater depth achievable with our
instrument was attributable to several factors: 1. the use of
long-working-distance, high-IR and UV-transmission,
high-NA water-dipping lenses, 2. fabricating the microscope
platform into a nondescanned configuration, and 3. a carefully
planned design that kept laser beam introduction and light
detection optics to a simple minimum. The system described
here was comparatively economical and straightforward to
construct, thus making it feasible for a small laboratory to
duplicate our design.
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